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Source: Prof. (Dr.) Md. Sadique Shaikh. 
Figure 1: “X” of Phantom Robotics Engineering.
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Source: Prof. (Dr.) Md. Sadique Shaikh. 
Figure 2: “X” Phantom optical illusion box.

     The concept of “Phantom/Aura Robots” I brought with further enhancement in my last research communication on “Quantum Arti-
ficial Intelligence (QAI)” published last year and discussed how we can engineer, group and gather various lights as single “Intelligence 
Light” or can say Optical Artificial Intelligence in other words for clear understandings using various LEDs and LASERS Diodes and 
another light emitting sources. Hence in present research communication I want to boost it on next level with the origin of idea “Phan-
tom/Aura Robotics” and how one can think about it, how can stat its analysis, engineering and modeling for its implementation, there-
fore I have developed “X of Phantom Robotics Engineering” model as depicted in fig1. The “X” of phantom engineering stated with same 
as universal intelligence model aspects “Input, Process, Control and Output” but here in virtual light form so strong analysis required to 
work out on this fresh idea. The X model hence has four major modelling consideration as 1: Sensors/Inputs shown on Upper-Left of X, 
2: Processors/Quantum A.I shown on Upper-Right of X, 3: Controllers shown on Lower-Right of X and finally 4: Outputs/Actuators/Ex-
ecutors shown on Lower-Left of X and the fusion gives complete engineering to Phantom Robots designing. Here in each section of X of 
Phantom Robots three essential designing aspects are “Analysis to use different colors lights wavelengths/Quanta’s to use as Sensors/
Inputs , Processors/Quantum ALUs, Light Controllers and Outputs/Actuators/Executors” using modulation, modes, means, transport, 
hoping, tunneling, Spins , Amplification, Stimulated Emission, multiplications, rotation, reflection, transformation, splits, beam nar-
rowing, beam expansion, diffractions, reflection, refraction of lights/Wavelengths/Quanta’s/Photons respectively. These are further as 
indicated on X model of Phantom Robotics Engineering as 1: Sensors/Inputs with modelling layers 1-L1, 1-L2 and 1-L3, 2: Processors/
Quantum A.I with modelling layers 2-L1, 2L2 and 2-L3, 3: Controllers with modelling layers 3-L1, 3-L2 and 3-L3 and finally: Outputs/
Actuators/Executors with modelling layers 4-L1, 4-L2 and 4-L3. The Fig2 is the compact representation of idea in the form of small 
cube called “X Phantom Robot Optical Illusion Box is a in hand small unit after operate project Phantom/Aura Robot at designed re-
mote distance/direction/place using complicate different wavelengths/Quantum with mix colors light network. The two major bene-
fits if mankind able to get to design such a robotics (Phantom/Aura) form which look like projected multicolor light spot but in actual 
Intelligence Robots and work similar like A.I based. The major benefit of this QAI based Phantom Robots several times faster, smarter 
and can travel in space to explore Universe, Stars, Planets, Exo-Planets, Black Holes, Worm Holes, New Life forms, intelligence life 
forms and Intelligence Alien lives. Equally possibility in several locations of the Universe already such a kind of Intelligence Light forms 
already exist and act as Intelligence Alien Civilization hence in such possibility Phantom Robots provide great compatibility and close 
understanding with them with reaching “Speed of Light”. Second thing as Earth-like planet “Proxima Centauri-B” which is discovered 
nearest exoplanet orbiting to habitable zone of the red dwarf and has signs and possibility of Exoworld with intelligence life forms. 
Proxima Centauri-B is on 4.24 (ly) Light Years distance from Earth and need to 63000 Years to be reach there and to communicate with 
intelligence human-like life-forms exist there, which is further NASA trying to reduce in 200 Years with proposed “Tree of Life” Project 
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and “Cubesat”, but still time-travel can reduce if we able to engineer and transmits “Phantom/Aura Space Robots” to Proxima Centau-
ri-B which travel with or more than “Speed of Light” I used the word more than to design such light which directly disappear and appear 
in deep space from one to another planets with synching such speed of light with the “Speed of Thoughts”. As our thought in a second 
reach and touch to Proxima Centauri-B in brain imagination. Such speed converts and implement in “Phantom/Aura Robots” with us-
ing Ultra Quantum Artificial Intelligence Engineering. In conclusion want to state that after successful implementation of Phantom Ro-
bots for space applications we can sync them with incharge human thoughts to achieve speed of thoughts more than of speed of light.
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